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Stranded without a phone walkthrough

Skip to Content Posted March 13, 2018 by Marvin - No Comments 】 Posted in Android Games, iOS Games, Mobile Games, Walkthrough | Tagged Stranded Without a Phone Cheater, Stranded Without a Phone Gameplay, Stranded Without a Phone Guide, Stranded Without a Phone Hints, Stranded Without a Phone Review, Stranded Without a Phone Solutions, Stranded
Without a Phone Strategy, Stranded Without a Phone Tips, Stranded Without a Phone Walkthrough | Leave an answer Stranded without a phone is a new mobile game by Gilligames, which is a spin off from their second game, Space Horse. You basically play as one of the characters (free or paid), taking one of the difficult levels (easy, medium, tough, brutal) and try to survive
and get help to get off the island. From gilligames' website: Four passengers on a spaceship were on a mission to colonize a new planet when the plane crash landed on a planet that is almost completely covered by the ocean. You are the only survivor - a senior executive from The Decoo Corporation, the company that sponsored the original mission. Now you need your survival
skills to stay alive long enough to be saved. Build shelter, find food and drink, and collect salvageable parts from the wreckage that washes ashore. Use the parts to build a space radio and call for a rescue team to win the game. Some of the points are quite cumbersome to do, but the game is pretty self-explanatory and easy to maneuver around. I like the results in the game as it
keeps me on track. Also the island interacts with you by presenting different objects when you wake up – it's quite amusing to wake up to canned meat next to you! The main highlight of the game is finding and crafting resources. Considering what an addict I am in Virtual Villagers Origins 2, this game is definitely for me! The ultimate goal is to build a space phone to call for help,
but there are other interesting things that can be done as well. You can get it from the Apple Store or Play Store. Reviews are coming! Watch my first video here: Stranded Without A Phone Trainers 0 Answers, Where's All the Drilling? On my island there were only 2 bore when I started the game. Since I caught and killed them, no one else has turned up. Is that all you get the
whole game is 2 of them? I also assume that drilling is the only thing that is beyond fish in terms of meat. I haven't seen anything other than the birds that you can't get 0 answers, I'll cheat lol Eny man knows bout someone cheats... Tell me!!! How long does it take eny food to go rotten:/ Okay, so I know all about the game, how to build everything, how to get everything, how to get
saved, but what is lean-to used for?? It just kinda sitting there at my camp, I can't sleep in it, or get out of the rain, or hide my stuff in it or something... 4 responses Stranded withought a phone Q PLEASE ANSWER!!! In Stranded without a phone game to ipad, where is / how you microphone? 64 answers How do I find wire How can be find wire because I need it to get off the
island Sorry, to fulfill this action you must be CheatsGuru User • Moshi Monsters cheats, Android • Plants vs Zombies cheats, NDS, XBOX 360, PS3, IPHONE, Android • Pokemon Heart Gold Version cheats • Pokemon Soul Silver cheats • The Lord of the Rings: War in the North cheats, XBOX 360, PS3 • Shogun 2 : Total War Cheats • BioShock Infinite Cheats , XBOX 360, PS3 •
Darksiders 2 Cheats, XBOX 360, PS3 • Call of Duty: Modern Warfare 3 Cheats, PC, NDS, WII, PS3 • Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim cheats, XBOX 360, PS3 • Torchlight II cheats • Borderlands 2 cheats, XBOX 360, PS3 • Temple Run cheats • Jagged Alliance: Back in Action cheats • XCom: Enemy Unknown cheats, XBOX 360, PS3 Edit Share Welcome to stranded without a phone is a
desolate island survival game That in the Space HoRSE universe Four passengers on a spacecraft were on a mission to colonize a new planet when the shipwreck landed on a planet almost completely covered by the ocean. You are the only survivor - a senior executive from The Decoo Corporation, the company that sponsored the original mission. Now you need your survival
skills to stay alive long enough to be saved. Build shelter, find food and drink, and collect salvageable parts from the wreckage that washes ashore. Use the parts to build a space radio and call for a rescue team to win the game. Search for natural resources, and then use them to create other items using different combinations. Community content is available under CC-BY-SA
unless otherwise specified. More stranded without a phone Wikia Wikia
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